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Coulomb spacecraft actively control their potential through continuous charge emission, generating
inter-spacecraft electrostatic forces for formation control. This paper presents experimental results of au-
tonomous relative motion control with Coulomb forces. Tests are performed in a terrestrial environment
without resorting to expensive vacuum or plasma chambers. A simple charge feedback control algorithm
is successfully implemented, yielding the first experimental closed-loop charged relative motion results.
The results demonstrate how the one-dimensional test track mimics the constrained spacecraft orbital
motion along the orbit radial, along-track, or out-of-plane directions. These dynamical systems are repli-
cated by either leveling the test track or adding a small tilt to bias the relative motion in one direction.
The relative motion is controlled by the dominant Coulomb forces even in the presence of induced bias
and unknown perturbations. This paper quantifies primary disturbances and highlights the suitability
of the vacuum force model to atmospheric force generation.

I. Introduction
The use of spacecraft formations for remote sensing, interferom-

etry, and telescopic operations is a growing area of research where
baselines of tens to hundreds of meters are sought to increase obser-
vation power and sensor resolution. Spacecraft formations can be
used for scientific, surveillance or exploratory missions and offer
advantages that include the use of smaller and lighter spacecraft,
system redundancy, and distributed network space systems. The
technical and logistical challenges of formation flight are being
overcome with numerous successful missions and many concepts
in planning.1, 2

Close spacecraft formations on the order of dozens of me-
ters present particular mission challenges including the need for
very accurate relative position sensing, as well as frequent micro-
Newton-level relative motion control maneuvers. The use of
electrostatic (Coulomb) forces to control the relative position of
close proximity spacecraft is an emerging concept that addresses
these challenges. It offers precise and adjustable forces to con-
trol the complex relative dynamics.3, 4 Using conventional inertial
thrusters such as chemical or electric propulsion at these close
separation distances can introduce exhaust plume contamination.
The Coulomb thrust technique avoids these close proximity plume
impingement concerns. An example of a simple two spacecraft
formation using Coulomb forces for separation distance control is
shown in Figure 1.

Orbital missions such as SCATHA and ATS-6 have shown that
spacecraft charging naturally occurs through interaction with the
local plasma environment.5, 6 A spacecraft in Geosynchronous
Earth Orbit (GEO) can naturally charge to kilovolt level poten-
tials.7, 8 Natural spacecraft charging can be safely handled and
overcome as shown with missions such as Equator-S, CLUSTER
and SPEAR 1.9, 10, 11 The European Space Agency (ESA) CLUS-
TER spacecraft maintain very precise potentials by emitting in-
dium ions from a liquid metal source.11 The Coulomb thrust con-
cept described in this paper would ultimately employ space-proven
technology such as this. Furthermore, it is the absolute potential of
the craft that produces the Coulomb force, so natural charge lev-
els can be utilized and then modified as necessary to perform an
operational maneuver.

A primary feature of Coulomb thrust is that it offers precise sep-
aration distance control for very low power consumption (Watt
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Figure 1: Two sensor nodes using Coulomb forces for forma-
tion separation distance control

levels) and very low propellant mass (ejects electrons or low-
mass ions) making it significantly more efficient than conventional
propulsion methods.12, 3 Due to the natural charge shielding ef-
fect from the space plasma environment it is most favorable to use
Coulomb control with separation distances less than 100 meters
and formation altitudes at high or geosynchronous orbits.3

Two future missions that could adopt Coulomb thrust techniques
for formation control are the proposed NASA Goddard Stellar Im-
ager13 and the NASA JPL study on the proposed Terrestrial Planet
Finder.14 Terrestrial testbeds have been developed to explore the
control techniques of spacecraft formations such as these. These
include JPL’s Formation Control Testbed15 and NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center flat floor testbed.16 These testbeds provide flat,
near frictionless operating surface that allow terrestrial relative mo-
tion experiments using air-bearing pads.

Attitude and relative motion experiments conducted on tradi-
tional testbeds are typically performed with systems with well-
known dynamics and use actuators with force magnitudes much
greater than the Coulomb thrust technique (micro- to milli-Newton
level). A fundamental step to fully develop and implement the
Coulomb thrust concept is the ability to perform relative motion
experiments. Challenges that must be overcome to perform ter-
restrial environment experiments include; significantly small dis-
turbance forces (< 1 mN), limited models of terrestrial charged
forces in an atmospheric environment, the use of non-conducting
and electrostatic-inert materials, and the safe control and operation
of electrostatic potential sources. To address these challenges a
dedicated Coulomb control testbed is being developed and tested.

The primary intent of the charged relative motion testbed is to
explore the intricacies of utilizing Coulomb thrust. Developing and
implementing the testbeds charged hardware components provides
abundant knowledge that is not obtainable with purely numeric
studies. The goal is to analyze the complexities of autonomous
charged motion control, including force generation, partial charge
shielding in atmosphere, electrostatic field interactions, material
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and shape studies, surface charge distribution, and arcing. The
testbed also allows testing of charge feedback control strategies,
and development of embedded electronics and inter-craft commu-
nication with vehicles that can accommodate variable ground lev-
els. These are just some of the concept implementation aspects that
can commence to be addressed with the Coulomb testbed.

This paper experimentally quantifies the significant reductions in
the testbeds disturbance forces. Reduced disturbance levels enables
the first closed-loop electrostatic feedback relative motion control
tests to be performed on the one dimensional (1-D) track. The
results of three test configurations inspired from the charged rela-
tive motion dynamics of two bodies along the principal orbit frame
axes are presented. This is not an exhaustive study or an applica-
tion of a refined control algorithm, rather the first demonstration of
Coulomb relative motion control. The experiments verify how a
simple control strategy can be used to reposition the floating body
to desired positions in the presence of small disturbances and in-
tentional force biases.

II. Coulomb Force
A Coulomb force is generated from the electrostatic interaction

of two charged bodies. In a vacuum the force magnitude between
two bodies of charges q1 and q2 is computed as:

|F | = kc
|q1q2|
r2

(1)

where kc = 8.99×109 Nm2C−2 is the vacuum Coulomb constant
and r is the separation distance between the bodies. If the body is
a spacecraft comprised of an outer spherical surface maintaining a
constant charge the resulting potential in a vacuum is:

Φ1 =
q1kc
ρ

(2)

where ρ is the radius of the spherical craft.
In space, the Coulomb force is reduced (shielded) by free-flying

charged particles of the local plasma environment. The strength of
this shielding is parametrized by the Debye length λd.17 Assuming
a small craft potential compared to the local plasma thermal energy
(ecΦ1 � κTe, where ec = 1.602176× 10−19 C is the elementary
charge, κ = 1.38065 × 10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann constant
and Te is the plasma electron temperature in Kelvin), the potential
about this charged craft is represented by the Debye-Hückel equa-
tion:18, 19

Φ = kc
q1
r
e−(r−ρ)/λD (3)

where r is the distance from the spherical craft which has a finite
radius ρ. Taking the gradient of this potential (assuming spherical
symmetry) the resulting Coulomb force Fc between two charged
craft with a separation distance r can be approximated by:

Fc = q2E = q2(−∇Φ) = kc
q1q2
r2

e−r/λd

„
1 +

r

λd

«
r̂ (4)

The Debye length is based on the temperature and density of the
local plasma. At GEO the plasma is sufficiently hot and sparse to
generate Debye lengths ranging from 80–1000 m with an average
of approximately 200 m,3, 12 allowing the use of Coulomb thrusting
when operating with spacecraft separations of dozens of meters at
GEO. Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Debye lengths are typically on the
order of centimeters, making the use of Coulomb thrust challenging
for free-flying charged LEO objects.

To model the Coulomb force in the non-charged air (absence
of charged particles) of the laboratory the Coulomb constant kc in
Equation 1 is adjusted to account for the relative permittivity of air.
Measurements made of the true potential fields around spherical
charged objects in the laboratory show discrepancies from pre-
dicted theory as well as additional differences between positive and
negative potentials. The conclusion drawn is that there is a small
interaction of the charged spheres with the local laboratory atmo-
sphere and surrounding apparatus. The resulting reduced potentials

(partial charge shielding) may be similar to the charge shielding a
spacecraft experiences from its local plasma environment. These
interactions are not discussed here, but future work will investigate
and improve the accuracy of the atmospheric Coulomb force model
by modifying Equation (1). In addition, Equation (1) assumes the
nodes are modeled as spheres with an evenly distributed charge that
sums to a total charge qi. In reality, if the separation is within a few
craft radii, the nodes will have induced charge which distributes the
charge unevenly across the surface. For this paper and its intended
scope the simple electrostatic relationship in Equation (1) is used in
the analytical dynamic and control development and is used simply
as a benchmark for experimental results. The presented tests allow
for future experiments to verify any induced charge models.

III. Testbed Hardware Apparatus
The Coulomb testbed in the Autonomous Vehicle Systems

(AVS) laboratory at the University of Colorado at Boulder is devel-
oped specifically to autonomously control vehicles with Coulomb
forces. The testbed design and preliminary experiments demon-
strating electrostatic actuation on the track is described in detail
in Reference.20 The disturbances in these results were still rather
large (on the order of 10s of milli-Newton). The testbed has re-
ceived modifications and improvements to reach its present state
which is used to obtain the results presented in this paper.

The unique and cost-effective custom testbed is shown in Fig-
ure 2. It features chargeable spheres with one on a cart that moves
along a near-frictionless air bearing track. The vehicle’s position
is manipulated by controlling the charge level of the spheres which
is driven by their respective potential levels as modeled with Equa-
tion 2. Future testbed generations will evolve to two dimensions
and ultimately incorporate vacuum operation and environmental
modeling.

Cart

I-beam
track

Stationary
sphere

Safety 
LED

Cart position 
LED

Potential 
level LED

Laser

Figure 2: Testbed for 1-D cart position control with Coulomb
forces

As shown in Figure 2, the testbed comprises an all plastic 1-D
air bearing track. It features an autonomous air flow system using
infrared (IR) sensors and valves to control the air to flow only un-
derneath the cart. Polarity switching electrostatic power supplies,
capable of ±30 kV, are used to charge the aluminum spheres and
control the motion of the cart. Each sphere has a diameter of 25
cm, while the total cart mass is 0.5 kg. The sphere size is chosen to
maximize charge, minimize mass, and allow an adequate range of
motion on the track length. The sphere’s are wrapped in aluminum
to give a conducting surface. This aluminum surface provides an
equivalent Coulomb force level as polished stainless steel while
providing significant mass savings. An Acuity laser range finder
with sub-millimeter accuracy is used for external position sensing.
The laser range finder signal is sampled at 50 Hz. Statistical mea-
surements of the accuracy of each of these commercially available
products is shown in Table 1.

The entire apparatus sits on a glass table, a strong non-conductor,
to limit external charge interference. The table is positioned inside
a plastic cage for operational safety and is always operated with
two personnel. The testbed also implements LED warning systems
indicating sphere potential levels and cart position.

A feedback control algorithm is implemented with the testbed
hardware through a custom C-code application. A schematic of the
primary hardware systems and feedback loop is shown in Figure 3.
A custom graphical user interface (GUI) allows the user to run the
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Table 1: Statistical measure of the accuracy of laser and power
supplies

Measurement: Standard deviation (3-σ)

Laser measurement < 0.05 cm

Rated voltage output 0.003 kV

Analog measurement of voltage ≈ 0.4 kV

autonomous control scheme as well as any of the hardware systems
manually and independently.

Laser

stationarycart

track

!x

Electrostatic 
power supplies

analog

serial

L
desired

Control
computer Software 

control

Figure 3: Schematic of testbed primary hardware systems and
feedback implementation

The track length currently used is 0.5 meters long. This length
allows for interesting electrostatic station-keeping experiments to
be performed. The setup is general enough to allow multiple-craft
to levitate on the track. Using only one cart on the track allows
relative position control experiments where non-zero equilibrium
charges must be generated if the track is slightly tilted, simulating
a gravity bias in the relative motion.

IV. Disturbances
One of the greatest challenges to overcome with the Coulomb

testbed is the mitigation of small disturbances. It is necessary to re-
duce disturbances to levels less than the electrostatic forces, allow-
ing the relative motion dynamics to be dominated by the Coulomb
forces. With a nominal stationary sphere location, the range of
Coulomb control force achievable is 3-18 mN with both repulsion
and attraction. To maintain a signal-to-noise ratio (Coulomb : dis-
turbances) greater than one and providing an additional margin, it
is desirable to reduce all disturbance forces to below 2 mN. In this
section, sources of disturbances are highlighted and methods of re-
duction presented.

To measure the extent of track disturbances simple glide test are
performed. Here the cart is given a small impulse at one end of the
track and ideally glides with constant velocity to the other end of
the track. The first test results discussed in Reference20 showed dis-
turbance forces over 10 milli-Newton in magnitude. While small,
this limited previous experiments to be performed in sub-sections
of the track at close separations where Coulomb forces dominated.

Modifications to the current testbed track such as regularization
of the airflow and obtaining a level track have greatly reduced grav-
itational and flow disturbances. Further, a new cart is manufactured
from polycarbonate for its smooth surface, dimensional stability
and resistance to conduct and hold charge.

Another important consideration with the Coulomb testbed is
maneuver durations. For GEO spacecraft clusters the maneuvers
can last for fractions of days, to multiple days, and the differen-
tial disturbance forces are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than
the Coulomb forces.21 In the laboratory, differential perturbations
are a similar order of magnitude to the Coulomb control force.
To accommodate this, it is necessary to maximise the electrostatic
charges to create milli-Newton level forces, compared to the more
typical micro-Newton level forces in space. As a result, the maneu-
ver times are reduced for the laboratory experiments to the order of
minutes instead of hours.

A. Gravitational Disturbances
Gravitational accelerations are reduced through improved track

surface smoothness and leveling. The first generation of plastic

tracks warped as much as 0.1◦ which equates to a disturbance force
as great as 8.5 mN. A 2 mN gravity disturbance corresponds to a
track angled at 0.024◦. Resurfacing of the track in its constructed
I-beam design in a unstressed state reduced the total height vari-
ation along the track length of 0.5 meters to below 0.1 mm. The
resulting worst case local deviation occurs at only one end of the
track which has a maximum angle deflection of 0.02◦ (≈ 1.7 mN),
which is better than desired. An additional gravitational distur-
bance can occur from uneven mass distribution of the cart. The
cart is precisely mass balanced and verified with glide tests prior to
Coulomb testing, however this is another potential source of mod-
eling error.

B. Glide Test Disturbances
The disturbance forces acting on the cart during glide tests are

evident in Figures 4 and 5. These figures show the cart’s speed
profile for a number of tests without Coulomb forces applied. The
tests are conducted over a very flat and level 35 cm track section
with varying initial impulse speeds. Figure 4 shows the speed of
the cart as it moves toward the stationary sphere as a function of
track location, while Figure 5 shows the speed profile traveling in
the opposite direction.
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Figure 4: Cart glide data toward stationary sphere
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Figure 5: Cart glide data away from stationary sphere

The data shown in Figures 4 and 5 indicates a disturbance accel-
eration acting on the cart in both directions of travel. The average
force acting on the cart during these glide tests is computed by
taking the derivative of the position measurements. For this 0.5
kg cart the average force is calculated to be approximately 1.0 mN
when traveling toward the stationary sphere in Figure 4 and approx-
imately 0.9 mN when traveling away in Figure 5. The acceleration
is near uniform across all initial speeds for both data sets.

The primary cause for the cart accelerating in both directions
is believed to be a slight cart tilt due to uneven air-support as it
moves between rows of air holes. This small acceleration is only
present if the cart is moving to begin with. These glide tests are
used to ensure the overall track surface is level prior to electrostatic
actuation tests.

The intent of plotting the speed profile as a function of track
location is to highlight any common disturbances. In some track
locations there are small deviations across all speeds and both di-
rections indicating localized discrepancies in track surface and air
flows. These slight disturbances represent what is present on the
testbed for the Coulomb test results shown in this paper. During
these experiments the controlling Coulomb force repeatedly domi-
nates these small disturbance forces.
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To further identify disturbance sources a spectral analysis of the
force data is conducted. The data from the glide tests in Figure 4 is
differentiated with a low pass filter below 10 Hz to obtain the accel-
eration. The data is de-trended to remove the linear acceleration.
Figure 6 shows the equivalent magnitude of the force oscillations
occurring at any particular frequency. There is a distinct 0.3 mN
magnitude peak at ≈ 1.8 Hz. This peak corresponds to a natural
oscillation in the raw laser position data. It is the next largest dis-
turbance during glide tests (behind the constant acceleration term)
and is an order of magnitude lower than the desired minimum dis-
turbance level. The position accuracy of the laser enveloping this
small 1.8 Hz oscillation is given in Table 1. Overall, this indicates
that the system has minimal external disturbances during gliding,
with no distinct cart wobble or low frequency interference.
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Figure 6: Spectral analysis of glide test data showing magni-
tude of force oscillations

C. Air Flow Disturbances
Figures 4 and 5 are used to isolate local track position distur-

bances. Total air pressure is minimized and uneven airflows from
each row of holes is accurately monitored and regulated to reduced
undesired torques on the cart. To study and mitigate the effects of
inaccurate cart positioning and the triggering of airflow, numerous
glide tests are conducted with the cart prior to all Coulomb con-
trol experiments to ensure a minimum disturbance state is reached.
An optimum configuration of minimum disturbance is used for all
Coulomb experiments conducted and presented in this paper.

D. Electrostatic Disturbances
The testbed is designed to minimize electrostatic interference

and the effects of induced charge, however, these disturbances are
present. Evaluating the extent of these disturbances is not trivial
and is the intent of future studies. As the results demonstrate, the
controlling Coulomb forces overcome these perturbations.

V. Constrained Relative Motion Dynamics and
Control

Theoretical studies based on the Coulomb thrust concept is a
growing research area. Berryman and Schaub investigate the use
of Coulomb control to create static equilibrium configurations in
orbit.22, 23 This includes analytic two- and three-craft charged rela-
tive equilibria in a rotating Hill frame.22 This was later expanded to
three dimensions with four-craft relative equilibria.24 For the two-
craft system, the linear orientation can be paralleled to the charge
control motion being achieved on the 1-D testbed.

While relative equilibrium solutions for Coulomb spacecraft
clusters have been developed, all these open-loop equilibria are
naturally unstable. To implement a two-craft virtual Coulomb
structure concept it is necessary to introduce feedback control. Ref-
erence21 develops a control that stabilizes the motion of two craft
about an orbit radial alignment while maintaining a fixed separa-
tion distance. Reference25 details a restricted 1-D Lyapunov-based
Coulomb control regime developed for three craft operating in a
linear configuration. Reference26 further develops the 1-D con-
strained control techniques to analyze the feasible regions of op-
eration that can be implemented ensuring that the charge levels
are realistic and do not saturate, both important considerations for
hardware implementation. The ultimate goal of the testbed is to di-
rectly apply and study closed-loop charge control algorithms such
as these on Coulomb actuated hardware. The real-time feedback

control experimental results presented here are similar to 1-D con-
strained orbital motion in orbit radial, along-track and out-of-plane
directions.

A. Testbed Dynamics
The terminology used in the testbed control algorithm is defined

in Figure 7. The laser measures the distance to the cart L, which
corresponds to the distance x from the stationary charged sphere.
The desired position of the cart xr defines the tracking error δx =
x− xr .

stationary

!x

x

xr

cart

laser L

track

Figure 7: The testbed variable definitions

Using the Coulomb force in Equation (1), the equation of motion
for the cart on the track is defined by:

ẍ = f(x, u, t) =
1

m

»
kcQ

x2
+ fsystem + funknown

–
(5)

where Q = q1q2 is the combined charge product, fsystem repre-
sents known forces acting on the system (such as intentional gravity
biases) and funknown are unmodeled disturbance forces. The cart
motion control parameter is the combined charge product Q.

B. Constrained 1-D Charged Relative-Orbit Dynamics
The intent of the testbed and associated control methodology is

not to simulate actual relative orbit dynamics. Rather, restricted
1-D relative motions are of interest. It is possible for the testbed
to mimic 1-D constrained orbital relative motion along a princi-
pal orbit frame axis. To develop the relative equations of motion,
the rotating Hill frame {ôr, ôθ, ôh} with its axes aligned with the
orbit radial, along-track and out-of-plane directions respectively is
used. The spacecraft position ρi is expressed in this Hill frame
with Cartesian {x, y, z} coordinates. Figure 8 illustrates both the
rotating Hill frame, as well as the three possible 2-craft charged
relative equilibrium configurations aligned with the orbit radial,
along-track and out-of-plane axes.

ôh

ô!

ôr

ôh

ô!

ôr

ôh

ô!

ôr

Figure 8: Two spacecraft example of the orbit radial, along-
track and out-of-plane charged relative equilibrium operating
configurations in the rotating Hill frame

Equations (6) show the linearized Clohessy-Wiltshire-Hill
(CWH) equations subject to electrostatic actuation in a plasma en-
vironment.21 The CWH equations define the motion of a satellite
relative to the circularly orbiting Hill frame. With a formation of
N Coulomb controlled spacecraft the CWH equations of the ith

spacecraft relative to the orbit reference is defined by:21

ẍi − 2Ωẏi − 3Ω2xi =
kc
mi

NX
j=1,j 6=i

(xi − xj)
|ρi − ρj |3

qiqje
−rij/λd

„
1 +

rij
λd

«
(6a)

ÿi + 2Ωẋi =
kc
mi

NX
j=1,j 6=i

(yi − yj)
|ρi − ρj |3

qiqje
−rij/λd

„
1 +

rij
λd

«
(6b)

z̈i + Ω2zi =
kc
mi

NX
j=1,j 6=i

(zi − zj)
|ρi − ρj |3

qiqje
−rij/λd

„
1 +

rij
λd

«
(6c)
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where mi is each spacecraft’s mass and the system center of mass
has an orbital rate Ω =

p
µ/R3

c with Rc being the orbit radius
and µ the gravitational constant. These equations are constrained
to 1-D motion along the orbit radial, along-track and out-of-plane
directions and compared to possible testbed 1-D motions. To main-
tain a two-node static formation it is necessary for the center of
mass of the system to be located at the origin of the Hill frame.
With only two craft in the formation and ignoring any plasma De-
bye shielding, the 1-D relative equations of motion become:

ẍi − 3Ω2xi =
kc
mi

(xi − xj)
|xi − xj |3

Q (7a)

ÿi =
kc
mi

(yi − yj)
|yi − yj |3

Q (7b)

z̈i + Ω2zi =
kc
mi

(zi − zj)
|zi − zj |3

Q (7c)

where Q = qiqj is the combined charge product. Equation (7a)
represents the restricted 1-D orbit radial relative motion. This equa-
tion is the form of an unstable oscillator meaning the spacecraft
will naturally drift apart due to the gravity gradient, expressed by
the (−3Ω2xi) term. However an equilibrium condition is reached
(xi held constant) if an attractive Coulomb force is applied. This
equilibrium is achieved with a heterogeneous charge product solu-
tion:22

Q = −3Ω2xi
mi|xi − xj |3

kc(xi − xj)
< 0 (8)

This charge product solution requires each vehicle to have an op-
posing charge polarity. To mimic this operating scenario on the
testbed, the track is intentionally tilted so a gravity bias force
naturally repulses the cart from the stationary sphere. Attractive
Coulomb control (Q) is used to drive and hold the cart at a desired
separation distance.

Similarly, Equation (7c) represents the restricted 1-D out-of-
plane relative motion, assuming no perturbations. The spacecraft
will naturally drift together due to the gravity gradient, expressed
by the (+Ω2zi) term. However an equilibrium condition is reached
(zi held constant) if a repulsive Coulomb force is applied. This
equilibrium is achieved with a homogeneous charge product solu-
tion:22

Q = Ω2zi
mi|zi − zj |3

kc(zi − zj)
> 0 (9)

This charge product solution requires each vehicle to have the same
charge polarity. This configuration is comparable to experiments
on the testbed with an intentionally inclined track providing a con-
stant gravity bias force naturally attracting the cart to the stationary
sphere. Repulsive Coulomb control (Q) is used to drive and hold
the cart at a desired separation distance.

Note that these two inclined track setups do not match the
constrained relative orbit motion precisely. The test track has a
constant acceleration bias, while the orbit motion is a position de-
pendent bias. However, both setups result in the nominal charge
product Q being nonzero once the craft reaches the desired equi-
librium state.

Equation (7b) represents the restricted 1-D along-track relative
motion that is inherently stable without perturbations. To maintain
equilibrium (yi constant) requires no charge, Q = 0. This con-
dition is simulated on the testbed with a level track and no bias
accelerations. Of these three simulations, the along-track direction
is the most challenging to implement because of the need to have a
flat and level track. Even small residual disturbances can move the
cart once it reaches its desired location. The orbit radial and nor-
mal direction simulations are easier to implement since any track
un-level biases can be exploited to provide slight gravitational pull
or repulsion to simulate this charged axial orbital motion. Here
the small disturbances are over-shadowed by the larger intentional
gravity bias of the track tilt.

To put these 1-D dynamic analyses into perspective, consider
an example two-craft system operating in a radial configuration

in GEO. The radial differential gravity force magnitude linearizes
to:12

δFr ≈ m
3µ

R3
c

r (10)

where m is the spacecraft mass and r is the spacecraft separation
distance. Consider two craft of 50 kg mass each, aligned in the
radial direction with a separation of 20 m. At GEO the craft expe-
rience a repulsive gravity gradient force of approximately 16 µN.
To overcome this force with Coulomb thrust requires a heteroge-
nous charge of Q ≈ −0.71 pC calculated using Equation (4) with
a plasma Debye length of 200 m. This charge corresponds to a
required voltage magnitude of approximately 15.2 kV, calculated
using Equation (2) with a spherical craft of 0.5 m radius.

Similarly, consider the same two spacecraft operating in an out-
of-plane configuration at GEO. The differential out-of-plane grav-
itational force magnitude linearizes to:12

δFh ≈ m
µ

R3
c

r (11)

With a 20 m separation the attractive force is approximately 5.3
µN. To overcome this force with Coulomb control requires a ho-
mogenous charge of Q ≈ 0.24 pC, corresponding to a spacecraft
voltage magnitude of 8.8 kV.

C. Testbed Charge Feedback Control Law
A goal of this paper is to demonstrate stable position feedback

control actuated with Coulomb forces. A PID controller is imple-
mented to stabilize the cart motion about a desired fixed track loca-
tion. There is no benefit in developing a further refined control law
at this stage, as the system model requires further enhancements
to include complex electrostatic effects such as close proximity in-
duced charges. This controller suitably accounts for the unmodeled
disturbance forces and introduces system damping which is not in-
herent to the testbed. A feedback linearizing control solution is
chosen of the form:

Q =
x2

kc

“
− kDδẋ− kP δx− kI

Z t

0

δxdt− fsystem

”
(12)

where kP , kD , and kI are positive constant controller gains, and
δx = x − xr is the tracking error with respect to a constant ref-
erence position xr. This non-linear charge feedback control law
Q features feed-forward compensation when known biases fsystem
are acting on the hovering cart. The integral feedback component
adds robustness to the steady state system response accounting for
discrepancies in the modeling of fsystem and the limited model of
charge interaction with the atmosphere. Future modeling of elec-
trostatic disturbances could be added to this control law. Substitut-
ing the control law Q into the equation of motion in Equation (5)
results in the following closed-loop dynamics:

δẍ+ kDδẋ+ kP δx+ kI

Z t

0

δxdt = funknown (13)

With positive control gain values the feedback linearized system
response is stable assuming the un-modeled disturbance funknown is
constant. Note that to implement the charge feedback control Q in
Equation (12), it is still required to map Q into individual charges
qi. In the following numerical and experimental simulations the
simple solution of q1 = −

p
|Q| and q2 = Q/q1 is used. This

solution is chosen as it is easily implemented on the testbed. For
spacecraft the value of qi can be selected based on a weighting of
quantitative parameters such as charge control power usage, charge
saturation or equilibrium charge which are functions of the local
space plasma and operating conditions.

D. Numerical Closed-Loop Performance Simulation
System performance and gain selection of the controller is sim-

ulated prior to implementation on the testbed. The cart motion re-
sponse is numerically simulated using the Coulomb charge control
defined in Equation (12). For sloped track experiments mimicking
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a 1-D relative orbit bias, a constant force of 1-3 mN is added to the
model through the fsystem term.

An example simulation is presented here as a baseline to demon-
strate controller setup procedure and simulation prior to testbed
experiments. It is not anticipated that the hardware implemented
response will resemble this example performance due to discrep-
ancies in the model. This simulation features a cart initially at rest
with a sphere separation of 30 cm (center to center). The track
is tilted downward from the stationary sphere inducing a constant
repulsive gravity bias of 2 mN, producing similar dynamics to a
radially aligned orbit configuration. The cart is then accelerated
and controlled to a fixed position 30 cm downhill and held there
with the Coulomb force. Table 2 lists the controller gains which
are selected to give an underdamped response without saturation,
an overshoot < 15% and a 5% settling time of 25 seconds. These
values are used for the simulation as well as the proceeding experi-
mental results. The resulting numerical simulation performance of
this example is shown in Figure 9.

Table 2: Desired performance and control gains used for the
example simulation

Overshoot: < 15 %

5% Settling time: ≈ 25 s

Control gain: kD kP kI

Value: 1800 300 100
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Figure 9: Simulation of cart motion with a constant system re-
pulsive force of 2 mN

Figure 9(a) shows the distance of the cart away from the desired
location in centimeters. The response of the cart has a 13% over-
shoot and a 5% settling time of 23 seconds. This is suitable for the
control of the cart on the testbed and is controllable with feasible
voltages as shown in Figure 9(b) where the cart voltage is shown
with line (A), while the stationary sphere voltage is shown with
line (B). As shown, initially the cart is repelled away with a homo-
geneous charge. But the voltage quickly changes to heterogeneous
polarity, producing an attractive force that prevents the cart from
sliding down the simulated sloped track. The steady state voltage
shown in Figure 9(c), is ≈ 20 kV which provides a 2 mN force
(calculated using Equation (1) and final separation distance).

Voltage saturation occurs only for the initial second, however
around 15 seconds into the simulation the required voltages almost
saturate again. Due to the controls low signal-to-noise actuation
forces and the inclusion of a bias force here, there is a small margin
between controllability and voltage saturation. This is something to
be considered with space-based implementation where charge lim-
itations are in place. Fortunately, space-based Coulomb actuation
forces have a much larger signal-to-noise ratio. Control saturation
is an undesired condition, however it does not prevent stable posi-
tion control as shown in Reference.27 Additionally, the simulation
has no limit on the charge rate capabilities. In space it has been

shown that active charge control devices can reduce the spacecraft
charge from kilovolt levels within seconds for reasonable power
levels.28, 11

VI. Position Control Experimental Results
The results of four experiments are presented that demonstrate

the relative motion of a Coulomb controlled cart on a flat and level
track as well as an inclined track. The intent here is to implement
Coulomb control and use inclined track experiments to mimic sim-
plified out-of-plane (relative attractive acceleration) or orbit radial
(relative repulsive acceleration) motions.

A. Configuration 1. Out-of-Plane: Starting Down Slope
The Coulomb control algorithm is first implemented on an inten-

tionally inclined track that slopes upward away from the stationary
sphere. The cart is initially at rest at a separation of 30 cm (center
to center) from the stationary sphere and ascends the track under
Coulomb force. Figure 10 displays both the simulation and experi-
mental results of driving the cart a total of 12 cm up slope to a final
separation of 42 cm. The simulation has a 2.0 mN bias force added
and the same control gains as the hardware.
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Figure 10: Inclined track cart control that mimics two craft in
an out-of-plane orbit configuration (starts down slope), includ-
ing simulated control performance

The cart tracking error δx is shown in Figure 10a for two iden-
tical tests. A magnification showing the settlement of the cart at
the desired location is also shown for each test. Two test sets are
used for each experiment for consistency. Figure 10b shows the
voltage levels that are used to control the cart during test 1 for both
the cart sphere (A) and the stationary sphere (B). By design, the
spheres are driven to negative potentials when repulsive forces are
required. Figure 10c shows the Coulomb force acting on the cart
in test 1 using the model defined in Equation (1).

The experimental and simulation results share similar character-
istics. The system controlled response for both the simulation and
experimental tests meet the nominal performance parameters out-
lined in Table 2. For the experimental results the cart has a 9.0%
overshoot for test 1 and 13.6% for test 2, a 5% settling time of ≈
23 s, and settles to ± 1 mm of the desired location. The simulation
has a 10% overshoot and a 5% settling time of 25 s. The charge
required to drive the cart this distance and hold the position on the
inclined track remains a constant homogeneous charge (repulsive
force). The resulting voltage to maintain the cart at this location
is measured to be ≈ −12kV which equates to a force of ≈ 1.4
mN, calculated using Equation (1), whereas the simulation force
is 2.0 mN. Using glide test data collected after these out-of-plane
experiments it is found that the acceleration acting on the cart at
this location equates to ≈ 2 mN.

While the overall simulation and experimental cart motions are
similar there are some observations to note. There is a delay in the
acceleration of the experimental cart perhaps due to charge build
up time. Small discrepancies between simulation and experimental
results are evident with the required voltage which peaks earlier for
the simulation and requires a small period of heterogenous charge.
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Correspondingly the simulation force peaks earlier, indicating a de-
lay in the true system response.

At steady state the sub-millimeter, 1.8 Hz oscillations from the
laser are evident. The longer period oscillations are the controller
actuated response of the cart settling to its desired location. These
attributes are present in all of the experimental results.

As voltage saturation occurs for the remaining three experi-
mental configurations the response is not directly compared to
the corresponding simulations results. The experimental results
demonstrate Coulomb control and provide insight into the actua-
tion capabilities.

B. Configuration 2. Out-of-Plane: Starting Up Slope
A second out-of-plane test starts with the cart at rest up slope that

then descends to the desired position. The cart is initially separated
by 72 and 65 cm (center to center) and driven down slope to a
separation of 42 cm from the stationary. As shown in Figure 11,
there is a large overshoot of 33% for test 1 and 48% test 2. In
both tests the cart is moved to within ±2 mm of desired. The 5
% settling time is 24 s for test 1 and 28 s for test 2. The steady
state voltage is ≈ −15 kV which equates to a force of ≈ 2.2 mN,
calculated using Equation (1).
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Figure 11: Inclined track cart control that mimics two craft in
a out-of-plane configuration (starts up slope)

An important outcome of this experiment is the resulting voltage
saturation. Simulations do not predict saturation, so this outcome
in the experimental application confirms that the control force is
reduced from the baseline Equation (1) relationship.

C. Configuration 3. Orbit Radial
This test configuration intentionally inclines the track sloping

down from the stationary sphere. Figure 12 displays the results of
controlling the cart a total of 28 cm down slope. The cart starts
from rest and repels from an initial separation of 30 cm (center to
center) from the stationary sphere.
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Figure 12: Inclined track cart control that mimics two craft in
a orbit radial configuration

The system controlled response meets the nominal performance
parameters outlined in Table 2. The cart has a 5.3% overshoot for

test 1 and 8.9% for test 2. There is a 5% settling time of ≈ 25
s with a 1% settling time of 43 s for test 1 and 47 s for test 2.
The cart is within 1 mm of the desired location within 55 seconds
for each test. The craft is held at this fixed separation distance
on the inclined track by holding a constant heterogeneous charge
(attractive force).

The voltage levels required to drive the cart to rest show a steady
state voltage of ± 21.5 kV. The steady state Coulomb force shown
in Figure 12(c) indicates an attraction of ≈ 2.4 mN at this separa-
tion distance. With the voltage removed the cart accelerates away
from the stationary sphere. Glide tests performed immediately af-
ter the Coulomb tests indicate the acceleration from this location to
be ≈ 4.5 mN.

D. Configuration 4. Along-Track
For this experimental configuration the track is leveled using

both precision level instruments and verified via glide test with the
cart. Figure 13 displays the cart motion as it is driven a total dis-
tance of 30 cm from rest at an initial separation of 30 cm (center to
center) from the stationary sphere.
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Figure 13: Flat and level track cart control that mimics two
craft in an along-track orbit configuration

The system controlled response meets the nominal performance
parameters outlined in Table 2. The system has a 3.3% overshoot
for each test and a 5% settling time of 19 s and a 1% settling time
of 34 s for test 2 and 39 s for test 1. The cart is within 1 mm of the
desired location within 45 seconds of the tests duration.

For a level track it is anticipated that the control voltage is zero,
however the steady state voltage is ± 9 kV. At this separation dis-
tance the resulting attractive Coulomb force is ≈ 0.4 mN. The
source of this disturbance force is being examined, however it is
likely a result of electrostatic induced effects and interaction of the
spheres with the atmospheric environment in the lab.

VII. Discussion
The primary outcome of these experimental results is the suc-

cessful implementation of autonomous relative motion control us-
ing Coulomb forces on an atmospheric testbed. The results offer
some interesting findings that warrant discussion. Firstly, charge
saturation is common to all test configurations. A saturated con-
trol authority is undesired, however the test cases still stabilize the
cart motion. The conclusion drawn from this observation is that the
Coulomb force produced on the testbed is reduced from the simple
vacuum calculation of Equation (1).

The force discrepancy is also witnessed with a comparison of
the simulation and experimental results of configuration 1 (out-of-
plane). The resulting cart motion and steady state parameters are
similar, but sustained higher voltage/force magnitudes are required
to reach the desired location. In order to improve this controller
a higher fidelity laboratory/atmospheric Coulomb force model is
required.

It should be noted that while these experiments have similar dy-
namics to constrained 1-D orbital motion, they are not identical.
Two significant deviations are the ratio between Coulomb actuation
force levels relative to the disturbance forces. The applied constant
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disturbance forces of the testbed are orders of magnitudes greater
than what is anticipated in orbit. For this reason it is necessary
to increase the time of maneuvers on the track allowing Coulomb
forces to dominate.

A summary of the response characteristics of each test is dis-
played in Table 3. The 5% settling time indicates that for all test
configurations the Coulomb force (even with saturation) success-
fully drives the cart to the desired position within the nominal time.

Analyzing the cart motion and percentage overshoot indicates
there are different system responses depending on the charge char-
acteristics used. Having a heterogenous charge (attractive Coulomb
force) produces a heightened system response compared to a ho-
mogenous charge (repulsive force) at equivalent separations. This
charge dependent response explains the undershooting that occurs
in configurations 1,3, and 4 that initially require repulsion before
switching to the increased attractive force. In these scenarios the
system still manages to rebound and drive the cart to the desired
location. Alternatively, configuration 2 (out-of-plane, starting up
slope) commences with a heterogenous charge and the cart has a
significant overshoot when switching to the lower control authority
of the homogenous charge.

The likely cause of the different control authorities of homoge-
nous and heterogenous charge products is due to uneven charge
distribution at close proximities. Two closely separated spheres
of opposing charge (heterogenous) have a higher force than the
homogenous case as the surface charge is attracted to the closest
separation of the spheres decreasing the apparent charge separa-
tion. Modeling this affect and implementing it into the control law
is currently under investigation.

The affects of this induced charge is reiterated by inspecting the
steady state position response of each configuration. Configura-
tions 1 and 2 (out-of-plane) require a final homogenous charge
and experience larger oscillations to reach the desired location.
Adversely, the response of configurations 3 and 4 that result in het-
erogenous solutions settle earlier, because the force production is
more consistent. In order to compensate for the lower control au-
thority of the steady state homogenous charge solution the carts
travel distance is reduced for configurations 1 and 2, decreasing
the overall sphere separations and allowing the cart to come to a
controllable rest.

Table 3 also presents the steady state results of each test config-
uration. The steady state voltage is measured from the power sup-
plies while the steady state force is computed using Equation (1).
The post-test glide force is computed from the average of speed vs
time data with no electrostatics. Care has to be taken in compar-
ing these force values. The Coulomb force model is limited and
there are known sources of error both in the measurement devices
(Table 1) and with the computation of the estimated gravity force
(glide tests). Regardless, one reason for the discrepancy between
steady state forces is electrostatic interferences. In particular, when
the charge was removed on the flat and level configuration the cart
remained stationary, suggesting that with the charge present it is in
equilibrium with an induced electrostatic disturbance force.

Measuring the force discrepancy between charging methods and
uneven distributions is difficult to quantify. It is a combination of
the absolute and relative charge magnitudes, separation distance,
track location, laboratory conditions and test durations. However,
to really improve the control characteristics and system response
it is necessary to further develop the Coulomb force model of the
terrestrial testbed. This model improvement requires further testing
and verification of the charge fields and apparatus interference, any
shielding from the atmosphere, and induced charge effects at close
separations, which is ultimately the intent of the testbed. For now,
the feedback control is implemented on the hardware and Coulomb
forces successfully perform relative motion control.

Future model improvements performed with estimation of the at-
mospheric/laboratory force actuation are beneficial to the Coulomb
testbed experiments and extend to space-based applications. Using
accurate relative range data measurements and known charge lev-
els is a parallel between both the craft on the testbed and spacecraft
modeling the local plasma conditions.

VIII. Conclusions
This paper presents the first charge feedback control experiments

using a terrestrial Coulomb testbed. Experimental glide test results
illustrate significant reductions in disturbance forces which conse-
quently improves the Coulomb actuation capabilities of the testbed.
A new and exciting feature, and major focus of this paper, is the im-
plementation of a charged position feedback control. The results of
position control on both a flat and level track as well as an inclined
track are presented. These experiments are beneficial as they mimic
the restricted 1-D motion that is experienced by two craft flying in
a close orbit formation experiencing a gravity gradient force.

Significant theoretical and technical knowledge is gained from
implementing Coulomb control on hardware as opposed to purely
numerical studies. These successful autonomous position feed-
back control results open opportunities for future studies with the
Coulomb testbed. The testbed allows hardware in the loop demon-
strations of more advanced relative motion control algorithms.
Known discrepancies in force models can be improved with fur-
ther examination of electrostatic and environmental effects. These
fundamental developments are also integral to space-based appli-
cations to ultimately advance the Coulomb thrust concept.
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